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### Title:
**Oña vs. Commissioner of Internal Revenue**: The Unregistered Partnership Case

### Facts:
The case traces back to the death of Julia Buñales on March 23, 1944, leaving behind her
spouse Lorenzo T. Oña and her five children as heirs. Subsequently, in 1948, a settlement
for her estate was initiated (Civil Case No. 4519) at the Court of First Instance of Manila,
and Lorenzo T. Oña was appointed as the administrator of the estate. On April 14, 1949, the
court  approved  a  project  of  partition  submitted  by  the  administrator.  However,  the
properties listed therein were not divided among the heirs but remained under Lorenzo T.
Oña’s  management.  This  management  involved  leasing  or  selling  the  properties  and
reinvesting  the  profits  and  proceeds  in  real  properties  and  securities,  leading  to  a
significant increase in the estate’s value from 1949 to 1956.

Despite the growth in assets, each heir’s share in the yearly income was reported for income
tax purposes, although the income was not actually distributed but reinvested in the estate
under Lorenzo T. Oña’s control. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue viewed these actions
as constituting an unregistered partnership and assessed deficiency corporate income taxes
against the heirs for 1955 and 1956, leading to the heirs’ petition for review of the Court of
Tax Appeals decision affirming the Commissioner’s assessment.

### Issues:
1. Whether the heirs’ management of the estate’s properties and income constitutes an
unregistered partnership or mere co-ownership for tax purposes.
2. Assuming an unregistered partnership was formed, whether it should only apply to profits
invested as a common fund separate from inherited properties.
3.  Whether individual  income taxes paid by the heirs on their  profit  shares should be
credited against the assessed deficiency corporate taxes for the unregistered partnership.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court affirmed the Court of Tax Appeals’ decision, holding that the actions of
the heirs did indeed constitute an unregistered partnership liable for corporate income tax
under Sections 24 and 84(b) of the National Internal Revenue Code. The Court reasoned
that by allowing the incomes and properties to be used as a common fund for business with
the intent of producing profits, the heirs effectively formed an unregistered partnership. The
Court further elaborated that such partnership encompassed both the inherited properties
and those acquired subsequently since their management was undivided. Additionally, the
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Court rejected the idea of crediting what was paid as individual income taxes against the
corporate  tax  assessment  of  the  unregistered  partnership,  emphasizing  adherence  to
prescribed periods for tax claims and payments.

### Doctrine:
This case established the doctrine that heirs who allow their inherited properties and the
incomes thereof to be used as a common fund for business purposes, with the intent of
deriving shared profits, essentially form an unregistered partnership subject to corporate
tax under the Tax Code. This doctrine differentiates between mere co-ownership and actions
surpassing personal management of an estate that qualify as business activities forming an
unregistered partnership.

### Class Notes:
– **Unregistered Partnership vs. Co-Ownership**: The management and use of inherited
properties and their incomes for profit-making ventures, shared by heirs, transition the legal
relationship from mere co-ownership to an unregistered partnership for tax purposes.
– **Corporate Tax Liability**: An unregistered partnership formed by heirs managing an
estate collectively for business purposes is subject to corporate income tax under Sections
24 and 84(b) of the National Internal Revenue Code.
– **Doctrine of Prescription in Tax Claims**: Heirs cannot credit individual income taxes
paid  on  their  profit  shares  against  the  corporate  tax  assessed  on  an  unregistered
partnership if the period for such a claim has prescribed.

### Historical Background:
Historically, heirs managing inherited properties under a common fund for profit were often
treated as co-owners for tax purposes. This case marks a significant precedent in Philippine
tax law by clarifying the criteria under which such management constitutes an unregistered
partnership,  underscoring  the  tax  obligations  that  come  with  collaborative  estate
management  aiming  for  profit.


